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Indtroduction: 

The nilgai or blue bull is the largest Asian antelope and is endemic to the Indian 
subcontinent.  



• Weight  
    Male: 109-288 kg 
    Female: 100-213 kg 
• Height:  
    Male: 4-6 feet 
    Female: 3.5 feet  
• Herd size: 8-15 
• Horn size: 15-24 cm 
• Body Temperature: 41 degree 

Cselsius 
• Life span: 10 years 
• Jump height: max 7 feet 
• Color:  
     Male: bluish-grey 

               Female: Orange  
 

 

 

Farmers face major problem due to Nilgai. They damage crops due to which 

farmers undergo a big loss. Farmers try to prevent them by using fences and Zatka 

machine which costs them around 3-8 thousand, but Nilgais break those fences or 

jump over the fences. They also have used other prevention methods like spraying 

cow dung, lion dung, egg solution but these methods were regular and were 

unable to be effective for long run. Nilgais have been vandalizing crops since a 

long time. A lot of solution has been proposed for wading off nilgais from crop 

fields but it turns out to be ineffective. 

 
 
 
 
 
PROBLEM STATEMENT  
  
Prevention of Crop Vandalism due to Nilgai.  



 

 

 

 

List of questions team prepared before visiting the fields 



1) Which crops you grow? 

2) Which animals come in farm? 

3) Which techniques you used to prevent farm? 

4) Damage of crops?  

5) If any device comes in market will it be helpful to you or not? 

6) Do they coming in rainy season? If they come what will be your action? 

7) Nilgai comes in group or alone? 

8) What is size of farm? 

9) When /How Nilgai comes in the farm? 

 

FIELD VISITS  

(i) The team was split into two groups. One group went to Aluva village and 

other went to Amrapur. 

 

 Aluva Farm Visit  

  



  

At Aluva, the team met farmers and questioned them about the problem of Nilgais 

in their farm 

Interview session with farmer at Aluva: 

Name of farmer: Khodaji Malaji Vanghele (Aluva) 

Contact no.: 9824550478 

1) Does the nilgai comes daily in your farm? 

Yes, the nilgai comes daily in our farm at night till 11pm. 

 

2) What losses do you get when nilgai enters your farm? 

15 - 20% crops get damage. 

 

3) Which crops do you grow in your farm? 

  Jowar, wheat and Bajara   

 

4) Which method you use for the protection of your crops ? 

 Fencing and they burn nilgai excretra and spread  

 

5) Which type of fencing do you use?   



  

 

It is made up of aluminum material and thorns are also of aluminum. 

 

6) Is this method useful for crops protection? 

 It is not useful for crop protection as nilgai breaks the aluminum wire and come 
inside the farm. 

 

7) What do you do when such situation occurs? 

 Farmer told us that they keep joining the wire whenever the nilgai breaks it and 
they do this regularly. 

 

8) How much cost do you require for fencing? 



It depends on farm size and government gives 90% subsidy and 10% we have to 
pay. 

 

9) If any electronic device comes in market it will be helpful for you or not? (we 
have shown the video of an electronic device to the farmer) 

 Yes, we will buy the product whatever cost it maybe. 

 

10) How the nilgai comes in the farm? Single or group? 

 Nilgai comes in group in which one is male which is head and others are 
females. 

 

 

 

 

The farmer had taken the team to river Sabarmati where they saw the herd of 
Nilgai drinking water. 

 

 

 

 

 



 Amrapur field visit 
 

Interview session with farmer at Amrapur: 

Name of farmer: Surendra Sedhaji Rathod(Amrapur) 

Contact no.: 9824361596 

 

1) Which crops do you grow in your farm?  

 Bajara, jowar, wheat and rice  

 

2) Which are the animals that destroy 
the crops? 

 Bund and monkeys 

 

3) Which methods do you use for the 
protection of crops? 

 Sprays cow dung solution or lion’s waste around the farm, fencing, electrical 
fencing and scarecrows. 

 

4)  How much you spent for normal fencing? 

 2-3 thousand rupees for normal fencing and 8 thousand for electrical fencing. 

 

5) What are the problems with fencing? 

 Nilgais can break and can jump off from those fences as they can jump from 7 
feet height. 

 

6) How the nilgai comes in the farm? Single or group? 

 Nilgai comes in group of 12-15. 
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7) When do they come in farms ? 

 At night, after 4-5 days farm. They come from “kotar”. 

 

Comment:- They said that whichever device you make it should be easily 
operated 

 

 

Name of farmer :-  Pravin Singh 

1) How the nilgai comes in the farm? Single or group? 

Maximum 8 nilgai comes in group. 

 

2) How many times nilgai comes in a week? 

3 or 4 times comes in one week and sometimes comes regularly. 

 

3)  Which crops do you grow in your farm? 

 Bajara, jowar, wheat and rice. 



 

4) How the nilgai comes in the farm? Single or group? 

 Nilgai comes in group in which one is male which is head and others are 
females. 

 

5) How much the cost of fences? 

Simple fences which is made up of Aluminium and cost of these fences is 1500 
rupees and the cost of electrical fences minimum 8000 rupees and these fences are 
used only in few farmers. 

 

6) If the nilgai comes in rainy season? 

They said No, minimum no of nilgai comes. 

 

7)  What losses do you get when nilgai enters your farm? 

15 - 25% crops get damage. 

 

Comment: They said market has liquid solution which is used for wild boar 
prevention just like that if any solution comes for nilgai prevention it will be 
helpful for us.  

Story of Pravin Bhai: 

This story is of Pravin bhai of Amrapur district who is fed up of nilgais and suffers 
a whooping loss of 25% every year. He complains of having sleepless nights 
guarding his farm from the menace of nilgais. Crop waste adds oil to the fire. Also 
damage to farm fields is another burden for him. Pravin bhai has also tried a lot of 
trivial methods but turns out to be a waste. Pravin said “Humne bahut nusqa 
apnaye par gandi nilgai ne sab bagadi nakhyu”. He said that sprinkling cow dung 
solution on his crops helped keep nilgais away for a day only. Also he mentioned 
that solution on a daily basis after a weary day is a hassle. He also lost a lot of 
money in pursuit of nilgai. Pravin bhai enlightened us about a new technology and 
we were quite interested. It was the electric fence. It worked well for some days 



but did not do well for a long run as he complained nilgais broke the fence and got 
into the field. The dreaded story signifies his loss and trauma but still he smiles 
like a baby and cooperated withteam while they went for a field visit with utmost 
kindness and pleasure.   

  

(ii) Krishi Bhavan & Aranya Bhavan Visit  

 

The team reached Gandhinagar at 11:30 am. They visited Krishhi Bhavan where 
Dr S.S. Patel referred them to Aranya Bhavan secretary as Nilgai issue was not 
addressed in Animal Husbandry and Agriculture Department. Team members 
went to the Aranya Vibhag. Team met Prafulla Chandpura assistant chief 
conservative officer. Team conversed with him over various topics especially 
nilgai. He gave them useful advice about nilgai.  
 

  

  



  

Aranya Bhavan 

Phone: 079 2325 4100 

Address: Near Central Water Commission, Near CH-3 Circle, CH Rd, Sector  

10A, Sector 10, Gandhinagar, Gujarat 382010  

  
  

 



  

  

 



After multiple field visits to farms they got a clear picture about how nilgais are 
harmful for the farms and reading previous year’s project papers they collected 
information. We observed that most farmers have to wake up at night and drive off 
Nilgai by running behind them through the vast farms with flash light. This problem 
is so big that they are ready to invest on any solution if developed to prevent Nilgai. 
Information we got from different farmers were different through which we 
observed that farms near Kotar or Jungle are mostly facing problems due to Nilgai. 
Farms away from their habitat are not facing much problem.  

Observation done near Sabarmati riverside was that Nilgais take note of areas 
carefully if there is any safety or not. They wait until they feel safe to go. This 
concludes that they are clever enough to get used to any system if made to prevent 
them. They came in herds of 12-13 of which 2 were babies, one was leading male 
and remaining were females. Females always keep following the male one. 

Farmers near Sabarmati Kotar (River Besin) have more problems of Nilgai and 
Pigs whereas distant farms have more problems of Monkey and Wandering Cows. 
Fences were corroded. Life span for normal fencing is 2 years.  

After lot of research the team thought of a detection and prevention system, a 

system using PIR sensors for detection of Nilgai and RF modules for transmitting 

data from one point to other for preventive actions. 

 

 

   

DESIGN CONCEPTS  

Detection is done using PIR sensor at one point, which detects the change 
in Infrared waves which are emitted by movement of hot-blooded animals 
or human. PIRs will sense movement of Nilgai and give signal to the 
Arduino Nano. This data will be used to trigger the Preventive actions at 
other point. This data is sent via RF communication. Preventive actions 
include flashing of lights and Siren (Hooter) after the data is received. The 
team also thought of adding other preventive actions at the receiver side 
like sprinkler and scary mask for scarecrows. 



List of Materials Required: 

Sr No.  Material  Specification  Quantity (Nos / KG)

1  PIR sensor  passive infrared sensor use for sensing heat of nilgai  6

2  RF module 434MHz  for communication purpose  6 pair 

3  Wire cutter    2

4  Cell holder    5

5  Mini booster converter  0.7 to 5 volt  4

6  Soldering wire    4 piece 

7  Soldering iron    2

8  Digital Multimeter    2

9  Breadboard    5

10  Bike siron/hooker  for sound producing  2

11  Battery  12 volt 2 amp  3

12  PLA  for 3D printing     1 kg 

13  Aurduino nano with cable    5

14  General purpose board_PCB    3

15  Lippo  3.7 volt  6

16  Charging module  TP4056  6

17  Black tape    2

 
     



PROTOTYPE 1   

  
 

• PIR sensors to detect Nilgai 
• Arduino Nano used as controller 
• RF modules used to send data from one point to other  

 

            FIELD TEST 

 



 
Prototype 1 had only detection features. 

 

PROTOTYPE 2  

Prototype 1 had only detection features, after that team added different 
Nilgai prevention modules in existing prototype to make it a complete 
detection and prevention system. As one module detects Nilgai two things 
happens:  

1) It sends data to other modules to trigger their prevention system.  

2) It triggers its own prevention module mounted on same system.  

  

Determining practical range of Two PIR Sensor system, gives range of half circle of 14 

meter diameter. 



 

 

Saswat giving final shape of prototype case 

 

Final Prototype 

  



  
 
 

  



System placed in case on top of 5 feet high rod.  

  

Schema for placing device in field 

LIMITATIONS  

• Cost can be major problem for Big Landlords as many numbers of detector 

unit required covering large perimeter of farm.  

  

• Recharge multiple unit many times can be time consuming so solar 

charging system can be implemented.  

  

• Range of speaker is very limited in open environment so large power 

speaker required.  

  

• Need to reduce false triggering of PIR sensor. Also it will not work in harsh 

environmental condition.  

  

• We need multiple prevention modules with different technique to prevent 

Nilgai adoption with any prevention technique.  



 

 

 

 


